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1. Introduction 

In recent experi.mentl!/1-3/ a new class has been revealed of 
solid electrolytes, protonic superionic conductors with close phase
-transition temperatures: Tc•414K (CsHS04), 401K (CsHSe04), 
417K (NH4Hseo4), 446K (RbHSe04). The first-order superionic transi
tion in them is accompanied by sharp increase in the conductivity 
by 3-4 orders of magnitude up to 10-20hm-1 cm-1 at the activation 
energy 0.3 • 0.4 eV forT> Tc• By the NKR method in NH4HBeo4 , 
RbHSeo413/ and in CsHS04 (CHS), CsHSeo4 (CHSe)/4/ it bee been di
rectly shown that the high conductivity stems from the proton diffu
sion with the diffusion coefficient D~1o-7 cm2 s-1 in CHS and CHSe. 

ThA nhase transition in CHS at T~ accompanied with large entropy 
change, 11. S •1, 32R, was first discovered in measuring the dielectric 
constant and specific heat./5/ Plastic deformation of the CHS crystal 
while the twin formation in the b-plate crystal in a monoclinic phase 
(space group P21/m at a room temparature/6/ )was observed 17/. Opti
cal studies of the deuterated crystal CsD0•7 H~. 3so4 (CDS)/S/ have 
shown that the suparionic phase transition in it at Tc•4121 is accom
panied by ferroelaatic transition from the monoclinic phase 2/m into 
a phase of a more high, possibly tetragonal, symaetry 4/..-. 

The phase transition in CHSe crystal at Tc•410K accompanied also 
with large entropy change, dS •1.93R, bee been discovered in /9/ in 
dielectric and thermal studies. Purther X-ray and optical studies 
/ 10/ have led the author to the conclusion that the observed first
-order phase traaaition is ferroelastic with the change of symmetry 
2/m-4/mma with e large spontaneous shear strain ( ~ 10-2 in the mono
clinic phase P21c at a room temperature). In 1101 author was unable 
to determine the space group of the tetragonal phase at T > Tc be
cause of the plastic properties of the crystal. 

The neutron-scattering method is a most convenient direct me
thod for studying the structural phase transitions and phonons in 
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crystals, and it has certain advantages in studying the crystals with 
hydrogen bonds. Taking into account the correlation between structu
ral and superionic transitions in the above~ntioned crystals, we 
have carried out firat experiments on the neutron diffraction (ND) 
and inelastic neutron scattering (INS) on the powder samples of CHS, 
CDS and CHSe. 

In this paper we report basic results of the performed studies 
in part published earlier 1 11 - 131. The results of diffraction stu
dies on monocrystals are presented in papers/14, 151. 

In the next section results are expounded of experimental stu
dies of the neutron diffraction and inelastic scattering. In section 
3 we discuss the vibrational spectrum and quasielastic scattering. 
A theoretical interpretation of the ferroelastic superionic phase 
transition/ 16/ is given in sect. 4. Basic results are collected in 
sect. 5. 

2. Experimental Results 

2.1. Conditions of experiment 

Polycrystal samples were obtained by synthesis according to 
the scheme: 

Cs2C03 ~> 2H2S04 -- 2CsHS04 + H2C03 

Cs2 C03 + 2H2 Se04 - 2CsHSe04 +H2 C03 . 

For deuterated CDS samples the deuterated sulphuric acid was used, 
and a single recrystallization in D20 was performed. The powder ob
tained was dried at T ~ 350K for several hours 4nd was put into a 
flat aluminium holder with sizes 15 x 15 cm2• The neutron transmis
sion was about 95%. The holder was put into a cryostat that allowed 
us to vary the temperature from 80K to 500K. The stability of sustai
ning and control of the temperature was !o.2K. 

The ND and INS spectra measurements were performed simultane
ously at the pulsed reactor IBR-2 with the time-of-flight spectrome
ter KDSOG-Y /l7/. For monochromatization of the scattered neutrons 
we used a berillium filter cooled by liquid nitrogen and the follow
ing after it analyser composed of pyrographite plates. The width on 
a half-height of the elastic line was 0.6 meV at the mean energy of 
elastic peak 4.9 meV. Simultaneously we measured the INS spectra for 
four scattering angles and ND spectra for four scattering angles in 

the case of CHS and CDS and for one angle in the case of CHSe. The 
spectra have been measured while beating the samples above the super
ionic transition ternverature and their subsequent cooling. 
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2.2. Neutron diffraction 
2.2.1. Phase transitions in CHS 

According to the x-ray data/6/, the CHS crystal at a room tempe
rature is monoclinic with the unit-cell parameters a =7. 304A, b =). i310A 

C =5.491A ~=101, 51°, Z =2 the space group P21/m • Recent measurements 
of ND spectra of the initial sinr;le crystal of CHs/1S/ reveal that 
the monoclinic unit-cell proposed is twice as large along the c-axis 
and therefore should be described by the following parameters: 

a.,8.223A, b=5.814A C=10.99A, (3 =119.4°, l=4 and the space group 
P21 /c • This structure at room temperature will be referred to in 
what follows as phase III. 

When the sample was heated up to 333K, there occurred the phase 
transition that ended at about 370K (keeping the sample at temperatu
re 350K for 10 hours did not provide the complete disappearance of 
phase III), and the sample went over into a new phase II that is also 

0 monoclinic and is described by the unit-cell parameters: a =7.75A, 
b=8.17A, C=7.64A, (3=110.5°,l=4 the space group P2/C 1181. In 

heating to 410K there starts one more structural transition into the 
superionic phnse I 111. This transition controlled by the change of 
the ND spectrum ends at 413 K. The unit-cell parameters of the phase 
I that is possibly tetragonal could not be determined because of in
sufficient number of the observen ~P~lP~+;n~o_ 

Characteristic ND spectra being corrected with respect to the 
incident-neutron spectrum, upon subtract ir.t' the incoherent background, 
are drawn in Fig. 1. 

In lowering the temperature the inverse transition from phase I 
to II occurred by 2° lower than the transition while heating. A fur
ther cooling of the sample down to 123K and its subsequent keeping in 
vacuum at a room temperature for 10 days did not result in the tran
sition into the initial phase III. To control the properties of the 
sample, it was heated again up to the transition into phase I (at 
414K) and slow cooling from 415K. Like in the first experiment, there 
was observed the transition into phase II {jn the temperature range 
from 410 to 395 K), but phase III did not occur. 

2.2.2. Influence of the moisture of the CHS sample on phase 
transitions 

To study a possible influence of the moisture of the sample, on 
phase transitions in the CHS powder, the sample after the above mea
surements, being in phase II, was put into the atmosphere of water-
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-saturated vapoura where it was kept at a room temperature for 10 
hours. The measurement of ND spectrum of this water-saturated sample 
at 290K baa shown that it is in phase III. This phase retained till 
12JK, and ND spectra were measured. In a subsequent heating the tran
sition from phase III into phase II starts at J40K, i.e. by )0° lower 
than in the initial sample. 
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ra in three phases of CHS. 
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Fig. 2. ND spectra for "dry" and 
"Wet" samples of CHS. 

In Fig. 2 we show ND spectra for a "dry" and a "wet" sample, 
that are in phases II and III; as it is seen, the moisture conside
rably increases the reflection intensity at dhKtz 5A both in phase II 
and III. Thus, the moisture of a polycrystal CHS sample essentially 
influences the stability of the metastable phase II and the transi
tion from phase II into III. Single crystal CHS samples are influen
ced by moisture more weakly/14/. 

2.2.3. Deuterated crystals 

For studying the dynamics of protons in the CHS crystal and their 
influence on the structural phase transitions the ND and INS spectra 
were measured on partly deuterated CDS samples (CsH0 •3D0 •7so4 ). 

Measurement of the ND spectrum on the CDS powder at a room tem
perature has shown that its structure corresponds to phase II of CHS. 
(The unit-cell parameters of phase II of CDS are given in sect. 2.2.1). 
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While beating the sample, no change was observed in the diffraction 
pattern up to 40JK. Near 410K the transition starts into phase I (a 
auperionic atate)/81, and at 41JK the sample is completely in phase 
I. The position of reflections in ND spectra in phase I is the same 
for protonated and deuterated samples which proves the identity of 
their crystalline structures in this phase. In Fig. J plotted are 
the characteristic ND spectra of the CDS powder. We note a conside
rable lower intenai ty of the reflection at d a5A in phase II of CDS 
as compared to that of CHS (see Fig. 1). Cooling of the sample down 
to 123 K did not lead to phase III observed in CHS. Earlier/8/ only 
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2.2.4. Phase transitions in 

one transition in CDS at 412K was 
also observed. 

Fig. 3. Characteristic ND spectra 
on the CDS powder. · 

CHSe 

In a low-temperature phase the diffraction spectrum of the CHSe 
powder is well described by the monoclinic unit cell parameters: 
a •7.972A, b.8.427X, C•7.8111, (?>•111.2°, Z•4 the space group 
P2/c 1101. Not described reflections at 4.25A and 4.BA correspond 

to the diffraction on the sample holder (Fig. 4). Recent ND measu-
rements on a single crystal of CHSe 115/ prove this monoclinic unit 
cell parameters but the observed space group is P2,1c , Z •4. 

When the temperature increases, the CHSe diffraction spectra 
start to change as early as 360 K. Note that each of tbe.spectra 
drawn in Fig. 4 was measured for about 10 hours. A complete rearran
gement of the spectrum takes place only above 400 K, and a further 
heating up to 425 K does not change the ND spectra; this picture 
allows us to assume that the structural phase transition in the CHSe 
powder starts as early as about )60 K and it is very extended in 
temperature; in the range from 360 to 400 K there is a two-phase 
system. 
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2.3. Inelastic scattering 

In a high-temperature phase the 
diffraction peaks are not described 
by tetragonal unit cell parameters 
given in 1101. 

As it is seen from Fig. 4c, 
cooling of the sample from 425 K down 
to 293 K with temperatures 405, 375 
and 360 K kept stabilized for seve
ral hours.did not result in the ini
tial ND spectrum. Upon being kept 
at a room temperature for four weeks 
the sample was still in a two-phase 
state. 

Fig. 4. ND spectra of CHSe: H stands 
for heating, C for cooling 
of the sample. 

The INS spectra measured on polycryatala in a wide temperature 
range allows us to draw certain conclusions on the nature of motion 
of protons in different phases. In Fig. 5 shown are the INS spectra 
-~ -:~;.:; ::!!~ J;.rVn.:!~~.: v~:.,al4-l"~ .i.u i1ea1;~ng ana cooJ.~ng 1ine samp.Le. 
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Fig. 5. INS spectra for dif
ferent phases of CHS. 
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(see 2.2.2) 
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The results are normalized to the same monitor count, the background 
is subtracted, and summation is performed over four scattering angles 
(80°, 100°, 120°, 140°). It is seen that in the course of heating the 
sample, besides a usual softening and broadening of spectral banda, 
there occurs its characteristic change in transitions from phase III 
into phase I. While cooling, the shape of spectrum of phase II con
serves down to 123 K, which is in agreement with the behaviour of 
ND spectra. 

The influence of water on the INS spectra in CHS is shown in 
Fig. 6. The difference spectrum of "wet" and "dry" samples has the 
form typical of water, with a broad maximum in the energy interval 
about 60 meV corresponding to molecular rotations of H2o and a broad 
quasielaatic peak originated from the diffusion of H2o /191. 

E(meV) 

I 
Csi-ISeO. 

30"+140" 

c,!)l)~ 

Fig. 7. INS apect~a for 
CHSe. 

In Fig. 7 the temperature depen
dence is shown for the INS spectra of 
the CHSe sample. The inelastic part 
is a sum of eight spectra for scat
tering angles: 30°, 50°, 70° 1 80°, 
90°, 100°, 120° and 140° upon normali
zation to the monitor count Rnil Rnht.'l'·""

tion of the cryostat background. The 
elastic line corresponds to the scat
tering angle 30°, and for convenience 
its intensity is twice increased. As 
is seen from the Figure, basic 
changes in the INS spectrum, like in 
the ND spectra, occur as early as 360K. 
In the region from SO to 100 meV one 
of the bands dissappears; and the in
tensity of the elastic lines strongly 
decreases. A further increase in the 
temperature produces small influence 
on the INS spectra. In the course of 
cooHng of the sample, the INS spect
rum, like the ND spectrum, does not 
return into the spectrum of the ini
tial phase at least, upon betng kept 
at 293 K for four weeks. 
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3. Discussion 

3.1. Vibrational Spectrum 

For discussing the vibrational spectrum and ita change in phase 
transitions it is convenient to introduce the spectral density calcu
lated from the INS spectrum by the formula 1201: 

G(CAJ) ~ J(t) k• 2Hw 
'<£ t+n(w) flk'JIZn(q} , (1) 

where Q=l{-kf is the neutron scattering vector, flw - the 
energy transfer,n(w)- the Bose distribution, I(t) the time-of-f'ligbt 
neutron spectrum,n(Ei) the energy distribution of incident neutrons. 
In the case of a pure one-phonon incoherent scattering the function 
(1} defines the weighted density of phonon states. 
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Fig. 8. The function G(w) for phases I and II 
of CHS. 

In Fig. 8 the functions G(w) are compared for phases II and 
I of CHS, and in Fig. 9 G(w) is shown for CHSe at several tempera
tures. The shape of G(~) for CDS is very close to that one for CHS 
in the ~orreaponding phases (see 1111). 

The comparison ofG(UJ) for the crystals reveals their conside
rable resemblance. In the energy region below 16 meV which corresponds 
to the lattice vibrations of .the crystal there is observed only a 
usual temperature softening and broadening of the spectral lines. 
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banda at 23 meV (CHS} and at 2·1 meV (CHSe). Calculating the inertia 
momenta of the tetrahedrons so4 and Seo4 by their known sizes/6 •211, 
we find that the frequencies in CHS and CHSe are connected by the 
simple relation: '11;0/Vseo., =-(Is.o/Is04 )f/! This means that in the harmo
nic approximation, assuming the same force constants in CHS and CHSe, 
one may ascribe the given banda to librations of the tetrahedrons so4 
and Seo4 , respectively. Since the tetrahedrons so4 and Seo4 in the 
systems under investigation are connected by hydrogen bonds, the sof
tening and broadening of banda with increasing temperature testify to 
a strong anharmonicity of librationa of these tetrahedrons and disor
dering of protons on the hydrogen bonds. 

In the energy region above 30 meV it is natural to relate the 
bands at 53 and 73 meV in CHS and at 40, 49 and 73 meV in CHSe with 
low-frequency vibrations of the oxygen tetrahedron, and more inten
sive bands at 100 and 165 meV in CHS and at 105 and 162 meV in CHSe 
with bending vibrations of protons on the hydrogen bonds out of plane 
of bounds with j (OH)-vibrationa and in plane with S (OH)-vibra
tiona, respectively. 

This interpretation is verified by measurements of IR spectra 
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in the CHS crystal 1221. There it has been established that 9 normal 
vibrational modes of the tetrahedron so4 of A,E and 2F2 types are 
splitted into the following bands: v2 (E)-51 meV, Yt, (F2 )=70.4; 
72.0; 73.9 meV; v~(A)=123 meV; V~(F2 )=145.1; 148.2; 155.0 meV. In 
that work the frequencies: VflOH)=106.0 meV, V5{0HF156.8; 164.4; 170.5 
meV were ascribed to the bending vibrations of protons on the hydro
gen bond. 

The largest change occurs in the course of heating in the band 
of . f (OH) proton vibrations, which testifies to a significant change 
in the character of hydrogen bonds. A considerable broadening and 
softening occur also in the band of 8 (OH). It is to be noted that 
if in CHS the changes in spectrum take place mainly in the region of 
superionic transition, in CHSe these changes take place mainly 
at 360 K, i.e. essentially lower than Tc• 

'"-' .. ", I 
' .. )'V~ I I f\ l 

I ' .\ / \ , __ , . ·.,.; I 
. ;,; ' i .'\ ' 

., 'I' 
0"': v '" ·-

Pig.10. G(w) for phases III 
and II of CHS. 

In Fig. 10 we compare the func
tions G(w} for phases III and II in 
CHS at T = 123 K and at a temperature 
slightly higher than the room tempera-
ture. Since phase III doesnot directly 
turn into the superionic phase, the 
analysis of its INS spectrum will be 
restricted only py the indication of a 
higher frequency of the spectral bands 
connected with the hydrogen vibrations 
in phase III as compared to phase II. 
This may point to a more strong coup
ling of protons fn the lattice of pha
se III than that of phase II. 

3.2. Elastic incoherent scattering 

An extra information on the phase transition mechanism may be 
found by studying the temperature dependmce of quasielastic incohe
rent neutron scattering that should in main be connected with the 
diffusive motion of protons. According to measurements for the diffu
sion coefficient of protons in the auperionic phase 141 we have 
0 z 10-7 cm2 s-1, which should lead to the width of the quasiel!lstic 
peak r =DQ~"" 10""eV at Q • 2.4 ~- 1 • Since the spectrometer reso
lution A E •0.6 meV did not allow us to observe thi.s broadening, we 
measured only the integral intensity of the elastic line in the energy 
interval A E =1.65 meV in the nm spectrum. 
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The dependence ofln[t!T(T)] 
on the inverse temperature 
for CHS. Roman numerals deno
te the phases of CHS. The so
lid curve represents the de
pendence of conductivity on 
the inverse temperature 
{see /1/). 

In Fig. 11 the temperature dependence of ln[Ioii(T)] for 
GHSe is shown for the scattering angle 2Ba 30° ( Q~0.8 A-1 at the 
center of the elastic line). Here k is the intensity of scattering 
n~ ~ - 11n v ~-~ 7fT\ .. - -- --.. ~ -'. , +\..- ----

........... OJ~II.MOJ 

- ~ ~ .. . - -· . 
Q u Q 6~ II ~t;.U. "ClU.~Q.L'ti t,\,U:t:: ..l• l.lJ~ .Lll-

tensity of scattering is much decreasing in a temperature range near 
360 K and then with heating it decreases only weakly even in the re
gion of phase transition at 400 K. A somewhat different behaviour is 
observed for the intensity of scattering from the CHS powder shown in 
Fig. 12 as a function of the inverse temperature. A major growth of 

tn[k!I(T)] takes place in the region of phase transition at 
414 K and well correlates with lg[o(T)·T] shown by a solid curve 
according to measurement of conductivityo(T) 111. 

A significant decrease in the intensity of the elastic line in 
CHSe at 360 K and in GHS at 414 K may originate from the increase 
of the effective Debye-Waller factor and from the changing nature 
of motion of protons on hydrogen bonds. Indeed, the quasifree motion 
of protons arising at the jumps from one hydrogen bond to another 
may produce a quasielastic component with a large width r-(k~~~2nn)z 
8 meV beyong the energy window A£•1.65 meV which will diminish the 
integral intensity. A similar effect was observed in studying the 
hydrogen diffusion in vanadium./23/ 

A further study of quasielastic scattering with the high reso
lution AE~10~eV on the CHS and CHSe monocrystals and measurement 
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of the Q-dependence of that scattering would allow a more unambiguous 
interpretation of the change observed in quasielastic scattering. 

4. Theoretical model for superionic phase transition 

The experi~ental data reported in the previous sections and ob
tained by other methods discussed in the Introduction permit one to 
consider the first-order superionic phase transition at Tc • 414 K 
in CHS and at Tc ?o:- 400 K in CHSe as an order-disorder phase transition 
for protons that induces the ferroelastic structural transformation 
from monoclinic to tetragonal phase. A relatively high activation ~ner
gy for the proton diffusion in the superionic phase, E = 0.3 + 0.4 eV, 
shows that the proton disordering at the tetragonal phase should oc
cur by creating new 0-H···O bonds between previously isolated H-bonded 
chains in the low temperature monoclinic phase. Since the number of 
possible hydrogen bonds in the crystal is twice that of protons, this 
disordering process can be easily performed. 

According to crystallographic data/6 •15/ in the low-temperature 
monoclinic phase of CHS hydrogen bonds are running one-dimensionally 
along b -axis and there are no protons on the other possible chain 
of hydrogen bonds along c-axis (compare with structurally similar 
crysta~ CsE2P04 ). Now assuming that in the high-temperature tetrago
nal phase average numbers of protons n!i and nx on the hyd;rogen 
bonds running, respectively, along the yl/b and X//C axes are the 
same: ny=nx , we can introduce the order paz;ameter: 

<r= ny-nx!! 4 ~ ~ < n~n,p> • (2) 

where i .. 1 ••. N , N is the total number of unit cells in the crystal 
(Z •4), nu•0,1 and n,~ •0,1 are the occupation numbers for protons 
in the oL •1 1 3,5,7 and (3•2,4,6,8 positions in the unit cell on the 
hydrogen bonds along the y and x axes, respectively: the angular 
bra~kets <: ... > mean the thermodynamical average. 

By taking into account that the o1•der parameter (2) is described 
by the same irreducible representation81g of the tetragonal point 
group 4/mmm as the strain e.=-j(Eyy-Exl() one can write down the 
free energy expansion for strains e, , e4 =cyz , e1 =Exz in the 
form: 

F=F(tS)+; C~ef +-}c£(et+e;J-Il.e4Ei- ~ ~6(et-e!J. (3) 
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Here we introduce the elastic coefficients c.= 2(C1i -c.2 J , Cc =I. C._.= 
= t.c

65 
and coupling constants ). and (3 for the order parameter 

(2} and strains. The strains (e(t,e5 ) are described by the two-dimen
sional irreducible representation Eg of the point group 4/mmm. The 
free energy F( f5) of the proton subsystem is calculated by taking 
into account short-range proton correlations on hydrogen bonds in 
the four-particle cluster approximation as in the Silsbee-Ueling-

/2 4/ -Schmidt model ' • 
Minimizing F with respect to e1 and e_.16J : oF!oe1 =0 

"'F !Belt($) =0 , one finds that the strain e4 =( }.;C1 ) 6' is nonzero as 
soon as 6 # 0 , and the nonzero spontaneous strain e 4 (while e5 = 0 
for~> 0 ) can be obtained at the first-order phase transition only 
when the condition CE < (3 is fulfilled. 

A further investigation of the free energyF (~) (3) and an esti
mation of the model parameters for CHS/16/ shows that the phase tran
sition in the proton subsystem is the first-order Slater-type phase 
transition with f5 = 0 at T >T and C5 •1 at T = T-. The susceptibility c c 
of the system at T > T0 (the Curie temperature) obeys Curie-Weiss law: 

-I J ( T)"' ( T -T0 ) , and describes the softening of the elastic coef-
ficient of a "free" crystal ClTJ 

- ) T-T. c1 a =c. ---.!!. • 
T -Too (4) 

"'"'"'""" r:: ;" +~~ '::''..!!'!::: '::::;;.i'.,.· .. i.u.~:·e oi a ··cJ.ampea" crystal. le1 =constJ. 
Estimations for the CHS crystal show that ( T.- r:)l r: ~ O. 18 and 

-3 r o r. (fc- 7;, )/T0 ~5·10 , or o-T0 ~ 65°C and e-To"' 2.5°C. The 
entropy change at phase transition A S::.0.52R is considerably smaller 
than the experimental one A 5::.1.32 R /5/. This discrepancy is ap• 
parently due to the disregarding of all other degrees of freedom at 
phase transition, e.g. the thermal motion of so

4 
groups (see Fig. 8). 

The theory proposed provides quite a good qualitative descrip
tion of the Slater-type superionic phase transition in CHS, CDS and 
CHSe crystals and elucidates the coupling between ferroelastic and 
superionic phase transitions. 

5. Conclusions 

The studies of structural phase transitions in powder samples 
of CsHSo4 (CHS) CsDso4 (CDS) and CsHSeo4 (CHSe) performed by the neut
ron diffraction and inelastic neutron scattering methods allow the 
following conclusions: 

1. In the temperature range from 123 to 420 K there exist three 
phases (III-II-I) in the crystal CHS and only two phases (II-I) in 
the deuterated crystal CDS (the coefficient of deuterizationx~0.7) 
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(see Figs. 1 and 3). As has been shown later/15/ phase III of GHS baa 

a monoclinic lattice P21 !c and phase II of CHS and CDS baa also a 
monoclinic lattice P2,1c but with another orientation of the axes 
1181. The superionic transition to phase I, possibly of tetragonal 

symmetry, occurs from phase II. 
2. In the temperature range from 110 to 425 K two phases are ob

served in the CHSe crystal {see Fig. 4). The diffraction spectrum at 
a room temperature is consistent with the monoclinic lattice parame
ters determined in 1101 but contradicts the data of his work for the 
tetragonal phase ,(at T > 400 K) {see also 115/ ). 

3. The structural phase transition between superionic phase I 

and phase II in CHS and CDS occurs with a small hysteresis. Phase 
transition III-II in CHS has a considerable hysteresis and depends 
on the amount of water in the powder sample. The structural phase 
transition in CHSe starts long before the temperature of superionic 
transition so that in the temperature range from 360 to 400 K a two
-phase region exists. 

4. The integral intensity of the elastic line in INS spectra 
decreases in CHSe mainly in the temperature range below 360 K, and 
in CHS in the region of superionic transition (see Figs. 11 and 12). 

5. INS spectra reveal a considerable change of the spectral den
sity G(w) when passing to the superionic phase. A particularly 
strong broadening of peaks at 23 meV in CHS Rnrl !111S ,.,...,1 <>i: 2~ :::::'.' i:: 

CHSe connected with li brations of tetrahedrons so
4 {Seo4 ) and of the 

band near 100 meV in CHS and CHSe connected with t (OH)-vibrations 
of protons points to disordering of protons in the transition to su
perionic phase. A ma'jor c bange of G ( w) in CHS and CDS occurs in 
the region of superionic phase transition, and in CHSe considerably 
below Tc (see Figs. 5, 7-9). 

A further more accurate determination of the structure of a high
temperature phase of the crystals CHS and CHSe and studies of neutron 
quasielastic scattering with a high resolution will provide a more 
complete picture of the mechanism of superionic transitions in this 
new class of solid electrolytes. 
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6enywK~H A.B. ~ AP· E14-85~811 
HccneAOBaH~e cneKTpa KOne6aH~M peweTK~ ~ CTpyKTypHWX ~a30BWX nepeXOAOB 
a cynepMOHHWX npoBOAH~Kax CsHS04 ~ CsHSe04 MeTOAOM pacceRH~R Hei4TpoHoa 

8 pa6oTe npeACTa&neHW pe3ynbT8TW ~ccneAOBaH~R ~a30BWX nepeXOAOB M cneKTpa 
KOne6aH~M peweTK~ Ha n011~Kp~CT81111~4eCK~X o6pa3~8X cynep~OHHWX npoBOAH~KOB 

CBHS04 (CHS) ~ CsHSeO (CHSe) MeTOAaM~ A~~paK~~~ Hei4TpoHOB //lH/ M Heynpyroro 
pacceRH~R HeMTpOHOB /~PH/ Ha ~MnynbCHOM peaKTope H6P-2. B KP~CTannax CHS 
06HapyllleHW TP~ pa311~4HWe ~a3Y I m ' II' I I ,a B 4aCT~4HO AeHTep~poaaHHWX K~C
Tannax CsD 7 H SO (CDS) o6HapYllleHw T011b.KO ABe ~3w I II ,I I a MHTepaane TeM
nepaTyp 12~~428·~. A cny4ae CHS(CDS) CTPYKTYPHYM ~3o&wM nepexoA ~eppo3nacT~-
4ecKoro T~na ~3 MOHOK11~HHOM ~a3Y II B BepORTHO TeTparOH811bHYD ~3y I npo~cxo
A~T a y3KOM TeMnepaTypHOM ~HTepaane oKono T0 = 414 K /412 K A11RCDS/. B oTn~-
4~e oT CHS a CHSe cTpyKTypHwe ~3MeHeH~otR Ha4~HaiOTCR Yllle npH TeMnepaTypax ro
pa3AO H~ll!e T

0
= 400 K. 8 o60HX Kp~CTannax np~ nepeXOAe 8 cynepHOHHOe COCTORH~e 

Ha6ni0Aa10TCR 3H84MTenbHWe ~3MeHeHHR cneKTpoa HHPH: CMilbHO YWHPReTCA nonoca, 
oT&e4aiOUiaR 11H6PallHRM rpynn 804 /~nH Se04 I a CHS (CHSe). )'(OH) H3nt6HaR MOAa 
K011e6aHHR npOTOHOB CMRr4aeTCR M yw~pReTCR, AflR 06~RCHeH~R 3KCnepMMeHTa11bHWX 
pe3y11bTaTOB npeA110llleHa TeopeT~4eCKaR MOAellb ~epp0311aCT~4eCKOrO nepeXOAa np~ 
T

0
, BW3BaHHOro cynepHOHHWM nepeXOAOM nOPRAOK-6ecnOPRAOK C113TepOBCKOrO THna· 

a c~cTeMe npoTOHOB Ha BOAOPOAHWX CBR3RX. 
Pa6oTa awnonHeHa a fla6opaTopH~ Hei4TpoHHoM ~H3HKH OH~H. 

DpenpHHT O&b~HeHHOrO HHCTHTyTa KAePHWX HCcneAOB&HHA. nyeaa 198S 

Belushkin A.V. et al. E14-85-811 
Neutron Scattering Studies of Vibrational Spectra and 
Structural Transformations in Superionic Conductors CsHS0 4 and CsHSe0 4 

The.results of neutron diffraction (NO) and inelastic neutron scattering 
(INS) studies on phase transitions and vibrational spectra in powder samples 
of superionic conductors CsHS04 (CHS) and CsHSe04 (CHSe) at pulsed reactor 
IBR-2 are reported. Three different phases (III, II, I) in CHS and only two 
phases (II, I) in partly deuterated crystal CsD 0.7 Ho.s so 4 (CDS) are observed 
in the temperature range 123-420 K. The structural transformation of the 
ferroelastic type from monoclinic phase II to a possibly tetragonal phase I 
in CHS (CDS) at the superionic phase transition temperature T0 • 414 K (412K 
for CDS) is rather sharp as compared to those in CHSe where the stuctural 
transformation starts far below T = 400 K. Considerable changes in INS spec
tra at the superionic phase are o6served in all crystals: a I ibratlonal mode· 
of so 4 (or Se04) groups in CHS (CHSe) becomes rather broad and y(OH)-proton 
bending mode softens and broadens. To explain the experimental results, 
a theoretical model for ferroelastic transformation at T0 induced by the 
Slater order-disorder type superionic phPse transition of protons on 
hydrogen bonds is proposed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Neutron 
Physics, JJNR. 
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